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The Sharks U10 Black boys belt out the song!

Tom Worthingtons 50th

No. 4 Jorja Livingstone – great kicking action on
the run
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beforehand. See last week’s flyer attached to the President’s message.

Hi All Sharks,

Pink buckets will be placed at the Canteens to help with these collections.

The first few rounds of every season are a little unsettled. The Veterans in the club understand
this. To our new families, all will settle down in the next week or two.

U8’s & U9’s

The YJFL grading process is being applied – results are all over the ship.

As a special Mother’s Day event the U8’s will be playing their matches Friday night rather than
Sunday morning.

Coaches are trying to work through their lists to ensure everyone is getting a go.
Team Managers are working through the administration processes required around game day.
Wow, these folks do heaps to keep our kids on the park.
Canteen managers are trying to work out how to calculate appropriately the desired levels of
food and drinks that should be ordered for each week.
Our Sponsorship coordinator is phoning all to make a difference in our great club with
monetary pledges of support. This year we have nearly reached our target, however if your
able to able to please contact Sue and make a further difference, please do so.
Committee are continually bombarding everyone with the information necessary to ensure
your child gets a game of football each week & the club runs correctly. And on it goes…..
Thanks go to our Committee members in attendance each week, for their assistance and help.
They have been up early working with TM’s & crews in setting up our grounds at Domeney
and Stintons for each match day and pack up procedures. Hopefully, all teams now know
the requirements. If at any time you’re not sure please call us to help you out. I’d rather know
match day then 9pm at night.
For the majority of our membership your calm will be restored by round five or six once the
season’s fixture is sent out by the YJFL and thus we can all get on with enjoying the season
and watching our children play.
Kinglake
Thank you to the parents/players who contributed last week. If all team can please complete
their collections this Round, it would be greatly appreciated. Remember, the minimum is $5.00
however if you can afford it, a $20 donation would be appreciated.
MOTHER’S DAY Round 5 - Reminder to all Dads & Players!
Sharks Pink Ribbon Day is a fund raising event for the Breast Cancer Foundation. We are
continuing with this Tradition of Fund raising for such a worthy and important cause again this
year. I’m sure many of us have been/or are affected by a person close to us who has been
diagnosed with Breast Cancer.
The Sharks Committee fully support the initiative and ask that all Team Managers circulate an
email amongst the playing groups advising all of Sharks Pink Ribbon Day next weekend. We
request that each player please bring a Gold coin donation to the game (home & away) as we
strive to raise money and beat last years amount. We would like to raise as much as possible
for the Breast Cancer Foundation on this year’s Mother’s Day Weekend - Sunday 13th May
2017.

Two teams will play each other with the other U8’s playing against each other on one half of
the oval, and the U9’s on the other half. The matches will all be played at Domeney. Your Team
Managers will let you know further details during the course of the week. It will be a great night
so please, all enjoy & get into the spirit of it.
This Friday night has become another new Tradition created for Sharks Mums and Players.
BYO nibbles and drinks – though no alcohol can be consumed during the game.
So, Under 8 &9’s mums you’ll be able to really enjoy Breaky in bed on Sunday, unless of
course you have older Sharks at home. Oh well, we can but only try!!
Some of our Colts will be in attendance as well on this auspicious occasion to cook the BBQ.
This will continue our Colts/U8’s/U9’s Buddies system, interaction between these teams is
focused on very passionately by our committee & helpers. This culminates with our Buddies
Burger night on Sunday 17th June with the Colts & U8’s hosting the night and organising
training drills.
SHARKWIZ 2018
It’s fast approaching.....Saturday 2nd June, just one month away.
Held at Domeney Reserve, this is our primary fund raising event for the year. The SharKwiz
is an informal evening, so please book a team table or two, organise who is bringing what
nibbles/platters and remember it’s BYO. It’s great fun, a chance to catch up with other parents
in your team and have a laugh. A very cost effective evening, remember to bring lots of $1 and
$2 coins.
The SharKwiz U12 organising committee are seeking auction items. These maybe goods
donated like signed AFL jumpers to vouchers to pampering packs to weekends away to
merchandise etc...A flyer explaining the request for prizes/auction items that the Sharks and
greater community are willing to donate will be displayed on our Webpage this week and will
be sent out by our Team Managers to one and all this week.
For ease in booking, the online system via Team App has been adopted so please refer to, the
invitation circulated by your Team Managers or go online.
CODE OF CONDUCT - Match Day
Thank you our Sharks parents who have abided with exemplary behaviour over the first few
rounds. Your support has been enthusiastic whilst being controlled in cheering on the players.
Let’s keep it that way please & set an example for other clubs to follow.

Remember to collect your raffle ticket to potentially win prizes donated by “Warren Glen” our
Sponsor of the Round. Also remember Club Ringwood are offering a High Tea on the Saturday

Unfortunately, there are times when parental behaviour does not abide by the Code of
Conduct we all sign at the beginning of the year. During the last Round we have had two
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separate incidents reported to us whereby a parent from an opposition team were out of
control harassing & swearing at a Sharks player. These have been dealt with. Alas, it burdens
me that a complaint was made against one of our parents in a role of participation on game
day. I know we all get passionate at times, but please remember there are young ears listening
in to what we say.

Present & Redeem at

In instances when this occurs, it is important that as soon as you become aware of
inappropriate behaviour it’s reported immediately to your Team Manager or the Ground
Manager
This will allow us to address the behaviour and ensure the safety & welfare of all players on the
ground.
INJURIES
A couple of Sharks players have suffered a variety of injuries up to this point of the season,
so it’s timely to let you all know that we are insured. The YJFL has an injury insurance policy
through JLT Insurance that provides not only players but also parents/helpers etc... An
information sheet is available on the Web site under Members\Policies. If you require further
information please give us a call.

Your Local Community Clubs

YJFL Grading Process

“Support the Clubs which support The Sharks”

The process has one more week to go. Coaches wishing to make recommendations need to
lodge with our Director of Football immediately. If you have an questions regarding the above
then please call Mark.

100%

Merchandise

of Profits
Back to the
Community

If you require any garments, socks etc.. please go online and order it. Nina and her team will
make sure it’s available in the quickest time available.

Membership 5 Years $35 | 3 Years $25 | 1 Year $10
Bistro | Open 7 Days - Lunch & Dinner

Live Music & Entertainment | Functions & Events | Lounge & Café
clubkilsyth.com.au | clubringwood.com.au

All Welcome
Newly Refurbished - Come & See!

Vision Statement
If you are unaware of what the Sharks stand for with our players, parents and the community,
please on online and check out our values. We believe we are doing something correct with
record levels of participation and pathways of excellence offered for both boys and girls at our
clubs.

Offer

Offer

Tuesday - Wednesday - Thursday

SUMMARY

Wishing everyone all the very best for Round 4. Enjoy. Go Sharks!!!!

Meal fOr

Ritchie Appleby- President of the Sharks

Buy One Main Meal
& receive a secOnd

free

Meal fOr

2 Meal of equal or lesser value from the bistro main menu

* nd

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club.
0408367444
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saTurday lunch

Buy One Main Meal
& receive a secOnd

During the season if you wish to raise any queries then please catch up with me in person or
give me a call.
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free

2 Meal of equal or lesser value from the bistro main menu

* nd

Valid Until: 31/5/2018

Valid Until: 26/5/2018

Terms and Conditions: Limit of one voucher per person.
Offer valid to customers aged 18 years and over. Single use only, original
offer accepted only. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other
promotion or offer. Must be used in one transaction in the Bistro.

Terms and Conditions: Limit of one voucher per person.
Offer valid to customers aged 18 years and over. Single use only, original
offer accepted only. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other
promotion or offer. Must be used in one transaction in the Bistro.

Valid at Club Kilsyth & Club Ringwood. Conditions Apply.

Valid at Club Kilsyth & Club Ringwood. Conditions Apply.
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Saturday 12th May

Enjoy a delightful day out with savoury and
sweet temptations, presented on a
three-tiered silver stand. Service includes an
assortment of finger sandwiches and savoury
treats, with tempting sweets and cakes, scones
& petit fours with a glass of sparkling wine on
arrival and bottomless cups of tea & coffee.

50 per Member
$
55 for Guests

$

Bookings Essential
Club Kilsyth | 9761 4233
Club Ringwood | 9879 8733
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UNDER 8 RED
COACH: Micheal Parker

UNDER 8 BLACK
COACH: Chris McGinty

SPONSORED BY:
Dental Art
Ph: 03 9876 4358

SPONSORED BY:
Krueger Projects
www.kruegerprojects.com.au

Park Orchards v Canterbury Colts

The Grand Hotel Warrandyte
9844 3202

DentalArt
NEED TEXT

Park Orchards v Doncaster

UNDER 8 BLACK Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

UNDER 8 RED Squad Members
Jumper

Surname
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UNDER 9 RED
COACH: Damien Noonan
SPONSORED BY:
CLUB RINGWOOD
Ritchie Appleby: 9879 8733

UNDER 9 RED Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

Park Orchards v Doncaster Cats
Round 3 and we were greeted with another fine morning.
PMS 7546

Kai Wachter was todays captain.
Will great tap work back to Julian who ran into his trusty left and hit Xavier lace out, quickly
long into the goal square to Ben N who marked directly in front. Ben slots it straight through
the middle. Great Start.
Julian & Patty directing play well in the midfield setting everyone up into position for the ruck.
Kai took a great pack mark as he does every match, moved the ball quick by hand to Ben
H who then in turn kick to Julian who was open across the half forward line. Julian tried to
move it quickly but was caught holding the ball, good to see he was trying to get it on quickly.
Doncaster moving the ball quickly with number 8 taking a nice mark. Doncaster moved the
ball quickly forward but couldn’t get past Darcy who was playing in front and received a free
kick for in the back. Liam going in hard to help Darcy knocked heads and had to come off
for a short rest being replaced by Ollie in the back line. Kicking long over the pack for our
midfield to run onto with Will, Angus and Julian leading the charge and collided such was their
endeavour, Will getting clear and kicked long into our forward line only to see Doncaster take a
timely mark. Quick turn over to the Sharks and Patty kick to Xavier who played on and kicked
a point.
Doncaster kicking out from full back with Elliot & Angus swooping into a loose ball and kicking
back towards goal, where again Doncaster took a nice mark to repel our attack. Doncaster’s
errant kick with Xavier coming across his Doncaster opponent marks directly in front
unselfishly handball to a waiting Thomas who kicked it straight through the middle.
Kai up in the ruck with a great tap to Julian with quick hands out to Patty who kicks to Thomas
but the kick dropped short, Elliot harassing the opposition but gave a free for holding the man.
Doncaster switched play only to be put under pressure from Elliot who worked hard to create
a contest, Ben N capitalising on Elliot’s work emerging from the pack and kicked another goal.
Great stuff Elliot super effort and pressure.
Patty up in the ruck this time with Ben.H kicking long to Angus who under pressure tapped it
out to Ben N who gave a long handball to Thomas who also under pressure kicked a point.
Doncaster moved the ball quickly across the ground back into the midfield, Patty chased
down the opposition and was rewarded with a free kick after fine tackle.

James, Henry, Ryan all eager to get into after a quite quarter down back, Liam back from his
slight injury ready to go.

Moving the ball quickly across to Will who marked it and kick long into the forward line where
Xavier flew from behind and took a great mark over the pack. Goes back and with ease kick
a major. The boys moved it quickly from the centre again where Elliot swooped and got clear
only to run too far. Doncaster’s kick was marked again by Xavier reading the play well looked
to pass to Ben.N leading from the square to take an easy chest mark, Directly in front sneaks
it home.

Scrappy start to the 2nd quarter with Doncaster coming out firing full off endeavour. Ollie
finally getting clean hands on the ball looking for Thomas, long kick but Doncaster playing
in front easily cleared the ball. James working hard in the midfield keeping Doncaster under
pressure. Ollie receiving a free kick looking for Xavier who marked. Not much movement
forward so Xavier kicks long towards Henry who provides a leading target and option, Patty
roves well of hands who handballs to Liam running past who kicks to Ben H who quickly turns
and kicks to Patty who worked hard to the goal line and kicks a simple goal. Great team play.
Xavier up in the ruck tap backwards to Ollie who handballs to James who was tackled and
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striped by a desperate Doncaster. Ollie goes in a gives away a high tackle. Doncaster kick
forward where Kai works hard and kicks quickly out of the pack for Julian to take a strong
mark.
Kicks to Angus who marks and quickly goes sideways to BenN who kick towards Xavier on
the open side of the ground. Plays on and takes a bounce, kicks long to Liam who gets it
over to Ben H who kicks a goal. Thomas up in the ruck, neither team can get it clear. Ryan
finds himself on the bottom of the pack scraping with the opposition, gets it out to Ollie who
kicks toward Henry but unfortunately off hands and through for a point. Scrappy play again in
the middle with James getting out to Ryan who kicks to Ollie who under pressure kicks long
towards Henry. Patty running back with the flight with out fear dives and takes one of the great
all-time grabs. Chips to Henry but Doncaster spoil the mark with Will roving the pack flicking
out to Ben H for the Sharks to post another.
Doncaster started to fight back towards the end of the quarter with both teams giving it their
all. Our boys started to stop looking for each other and getting forward of the ball giving
Doncaster a chance to move the ball forward. James putting his body on the line tapping it
out to Xavier who kicked to Will playing in front. Looking for Henry who again providing a focal
point brought the ball to ground with Ben.H showing a clean pair of boots kicking another
major. Doncaster taking it out of the ruck and getting it forward. Elliot in the pack out to Kai
then over the Ben N who kicks straight to Doncaster. Umpire give a 15m penalty for our boys
running over the mark. Doncaster kicks truly.
After sucking down a few oranges the boys raced out for the 3rd. Henry taking the first hit
out getting to Angus who under pressure tries to get it over to Will, once again Doncaster are
having a real crack and are rewarded with a free kick. Doncaster kick to a pack where Henry
manages to get a kick out into space for Thomas to run onto it and kick long. Ollie takes a
great pack mark. Doncaster manage to get a turn over but kicks out of bounds. Ben takes the
free and kicks long across ground to Darcy who marks. Darcy kicks long towards Thomas but
goes out of hands. Doncaster kick out of defence back into the middle where Angus playing
in front takes a mark. Kicks forward, Elliot puts his head over it and cops a high one, not
fazed just keeps going gets it out to Ollie who snaps for goal and misses. The boys work hard
to keep it in with Julian kicking short to a leading Ollie who goes back and pops it through.
Good to see Kai enjoying the day by showing his team mates how to mark fart noises with his
arm pit. Interesting way to celebrate a goal. Boys working hard in the midfield again Angus
burrowing in along with Will and James.
Ben N takes a strong mark and launches a huge kick forward to Ollie who takes another super
grab, kicks quick to Elliot, plays on but is stopped by a desperate Doncaster.
Doncaster switch play and take a mark. Kai standing on the mark smothers the ball, quickly
recovers and snaps out a quick handball over the top to Elliot who goals. The boys continually
share the ball around, looking to get it out to an open player.
James, Ryan, Patty Ben H and Liam all had the pleasure to watch the boys keep up the good
work they started early in the game.

H kick, Doncaster drive the ball long with Liam playing in front contests well for the sharks.
Pack develops the umpire blows his whistle and balls it up. Kai big knock forward where
Ben.H runs into the ball link up hand ball with Elliot who gives it back to Ben, unfortunately
kicks it out on the full, but positive team play. Angus marks the returning kick from Doncaster,
James leads but the kick drops short and takes a horrible bounce straight into Doncaster’s
arms who clears wide. All the boys chase hard a manage to get a ball up. Julian takes the ruck
and taps it to Darcy who bursts away draws a player and give a handball to Ryan who kicks a
point. Once again, we are looking to give the ball off to a player in better position. Strong work
again in the midfield by Ben.N passing off to Patty who kicked it into the forward line. Ben H
run unto it but get run down trying to take a second bounce by a desperate Doncaster payer.
Doncaster taking control of the ball in the midfield Elliot chasing hard laying tackles, with the
ball not getting down back to often the boy where caught napping and Doncaster playing in
front rewarded with the mark, Doncaster took another great mark and kicked a well-deserved
goal.
Back in the middle, Liam and Patty worked well to get the ball forward, Julian working hard
under the pack to get the ball out to Darcy who got it over the top to Ryan with the sharks
responding quickly. The boy getting around Julian in support of all his hard work getting the
boys another chance to kick a goal. The midfield once again managed to extract the ball with
Liam getting a clearance looking for Angus, a quick handball to Julian, quick kick to James
who gets on the score board with a goal. Kai working hard to make sure the boys get first use
in the ruck. Kai again great tap back to Patty who rakes off and has a bounce and draws a
Doncaster player handballing over the top to Elliot, Chipping it to James on the forward flank,
James quick kick towards Julian & Darcy who was wrapped up in a great Doncaster tackle.
Ball up in the forward pocket with Darcy tapping it down for Ryan to run onto it, 2 Doncaster
Players try and take him down, but Ryan stands tall in the tackle and get a pressure handball
out to Julian who snapped truly on his trusty left.
The back line with Ollie, Will, Xavier, Henry & Thomas all charge into the middle to congratulate
the boys on a great quarter
Another great game from everyone sharing the ball around looking for each other and moving
the ball quickly.
Fast hands out of the pack guys and then we run and share the ball, the opposition doesn’t
have time to catch you.
FUN FAST FOOTY
Awards
Ben Hales-Great Teamwork
Pat Duffy-Super Mark
Opposition Award Xavier Noonan

Unfortunately, Julian rolled his ankle just before the break, luckily the snakes came out and
fixed the problem with Julian ready to go in the final term.
4th quarter gets underway with the sharks continuing on the good play. Patty getting in and
under, Ben H receiving a free kick for a high tackle, Doncaster take an intercept mark from Ben
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UNDER 9 BLACK
COACH: Sam Phelan

UNDER 9 BLACK Squad Members

SPONSORED BY:
Jellis Craig Doncaster
Dallas Taylor / Daniel Broadbent: 8841 4888

Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

Park Orchards v Bulleen-Templestowe

This week saw us away at Doncaster Reserve playing Beverly Hills on what was a perfect day
for footy with overcast conditions and not a lick of wind. After a couple of rounds of everyone
getting to know each other with over half of our team being new to the club or first year
players we implemented some team rules which will get everyone on board and having fun.
In what was a very short ground Beverly Hills had the jump on us in the first quarter with the
ball spending a lot of time in our back half. It could have been much worse, but our backs
stuck to one of the new team rules of making sure you have a player when you don’t have
the ball to ensure most of the opposition was well marked. Coby was into everything and
providing plenty of run off the half back line, and Lucas was attacking the ball which was great
to see.
The team seemed a bit flat coming into the quarter time huddle, but we ensured we stuck to
the simple game plan and team rules and that results would come, and they did. We started
to get our chances and get a few goals thanks to Luca & Archie R in the second term and we
started to get a real run on. Our captain Max was a pivotal target up forward too and was
involved in everything, attacking the ball & marking strongly.

Go Sharks!!
Captain:
Max Georgostathis

Heading into the third quarter we kept the momentum up and moving the ball forward at
every opportunity. Alex seemed to have the ball on a string, kicking a couple of his own, and
working hard to set up team mate Arlo a goal of his own. Every time the ball would come out
of our forward line it would go back in just as quickly thanks for Joel’s great forward pressure
and hard tackling, and Hudson was waiting, marking well and kick true as his game continues
to improve.
Heading into the last quarter I was really happy with the way the team was following the
things we wanted to work on and focusing on that, and the results were showing. Jack was
providing a great target up forward and is growing in confidence every week and its showing
on field. We had Grace & Charli P playing deep as targets out of the goal square and they
got close a couple of times and kept attacking the ball and the contest well. Charlie W was
also up forward and was leading well and marking the ball well. It was also great to see the
support from the forwards in helping Archie C get his first goal for the Sharks, well done Archie
C. The team are getting more comfortable and confident, and it’s showing for a couple of our
newer players, Patrick who is starting to hunt the ball more and attack the contest, and Casey
in only his second game of footy who is really starting to get into it and the results are showing
with him getting lots of the ball!
Another great week and it’s promising to see the team grow in confidence not only from week
to week, but their improvement from quarter to quarter has been great.
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UNDER 10 RED
COACH: Arthur Antonellas
SPONSORED BY:
Pneutech
1300 879 613

UNDER 10 RED Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

FITZROY 10 7 67 def
Park Orchards 2 2 14

With the weather gods kind to us again the boys headed up the Eastern Freeway to Play
against Fitzroy.
Right from the start the boys had a red hot go with Isaac leading the way with a huge first
quarter. The backline including Dan, Tom B, Harry, Zac, Lachy and Josh B all gave their best
holding a strong opposition to only 2 goals. Sam and Harvey did some great work on the
wings and tackled ferociously. The quarter was topped off with a great goal by Zac who took
on a couple of players and had a couple of bounces before steadying and drilling a goal from
the forward flank.
In the second quarter Fitzroy took control of the game but midfielders Logan and Zane kept
fighting it out with Ned trying his best in the ruck. All in all it was a hard fought first half with
Isaac, Sam and Tom B all having their best half of footy for the season so far.
After some chats with our coaches the boys came out hard in the second half led by their
captain Presty who was in everything. 3 fend offs a bounce and shot at goal for a close miss
by Presty almost brought the house down. Big Nate Farrell had a great quarter dominating the
ruck with Felix and Tom E combining well to drive the ball forward on many occasions. Other
highlights were Riley fighting it out with a saw ankle again and Ned Smith punching the ball at
Full back and hitting Zane on the chest from a huddle kick out. A glimpse of special things to
come from all of these boys in the future.

Well done boys you continue to be the best you can be and make us all proud of you.
Go the Sharks!!
Captain: Josh Prest
Goals: 2 Zac
Best Players: Isaac, Sam, Presty, Zac, Tom B, Logan, Alby, Gabe and Nate

The last quarter would see Park Orchards rally with our coaches asking for one more special
effort. The instruction was to tackle hard and to make the opposition know they had a tough
game.
Young Beau and Will T had a great quarter on their respective wings tackling everything and
making sure they built a wall when the team pushed the ball forward.
Backline Will F, Gabe, Kai, Presty and Riley (until he was injured) gave it their all. The icing on
the cake for the game was one of the biggest tackles you will ever see from a junior player.
Alby De Rooden picked up a player twice his size and tackled him fairly to the ground. Wow,
stuff like that makes you so proud and spurred on his team mates to play out their best
quarter for the game. Forwards Felix, Dan, Tom B and Harry fought hard as did Oscar who
stayed in position and almost managed to post a major. To top off the teams hard work Zac
snapped another major that would see us outscore a Gold Division team for a quarter for the
second week running.
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UNDER 10 BLACK
COACH: Daniel Bullen
SPONSORED BY:
MEGA PET WAREHOUSE
Sam Raso 9879 6299

UNDER 10 BLACK Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

Sharks 7.13. 55 def
Glen Iris H 0.2. 2
After a couple of strong wins to begin the season, it was good to be back to Stintons Reserve
on a perfectly still Sunday morning to take on Glen Iris H.
Led by Captain for the Day, Luke, the boys completed their warm up with Assistant Coach
Ben Kinnear before being addressed by Coach Daniel Bullen and sent out to get off to a
strong start.
First Quarter
After a tough match against Hawthorn last week, the boys were again confronted by a strong
and competitive opponent. A battle of the midfields and half-back lines ensued, as both teams
found it difficult to penetrate each other’s defence. But as the quarter wore on, the Sharks’
forward pressure increased and they went into Quarter time with a goal lead.

The Sharks break forward with
numbers in the first quarter.

Sharks 1.1. 7 Glen Iris H 0.1. 1
Second Quarter
With the Coach calling on the boys to support each other with stronger running and louder
voices, the Sharks got to work kicking to the northern end of the ground. Despite managing to
play much of the quarter in our forward half and denying the opposition scoring opportunities,
the Sharks boys were unable to find easy avenues to goal as the Glen Iris team’s defence held
up valiantly.
Sharks 1.5. 11 Glen Iris H 0.1. 1

Coach Daniel Bullen addresses
the boys at half time.

Third Quarter
After heading into the rooms at half time, finding their breath and getting stuck into some
oranges, the Coach once again reminded the boys that the third quarter is the “Premiership
Quarter”. Following their now trademark warm up, the Sharks headed back onto the ground
and immediately took the ascendancy by slamming on three goals to the BMX track end, while
keeping Glen Iris to one solitary point.
Sharks 4.7. 31 Glen Iris H 0.2. 2
Final Quarter

The Sharks U10 Black boys belt
out the song!

After adjusting the magnets, the Coach set the boys the challenge of reaching 50 points by
the end of the game. An early forward fifty entry to Glen Iris was denied a major score by some
good Sharks pressure, before the boys took control of the midfield and forward line to lock
the ball in our forward half. With the boys on the interchange screaming encouragement, the
Sharks peppered the goals to come away with another very strong victory.
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UNDER 11 RED
COACH: Rob Sette

UNDER 11 RED Squad Members

SPONSORED BY:
MCG Windows
Grant Milton: (03) 9723 9705
Dickson Plumbing Services
0410 627 567
Park Orchards 11.8.74 Def
Camberwell 0.3.3

Fine autumn morning, dry deck, and competitive opposition, sharks red we need to be at our
best today

Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1

Hirvonen-Blunt

Lukas

16

Nicholls

Lucas

2

Sette

Jacob

17

Kilworth

Felix

3

Young

Gabriel

18

Milton

Henry

4

Harvie

Mason

20

Drummond

Campbell

5

Todero

Dylan

22

Waddy

Bruce

6

Wilson

Zac

25

Nicholls

Max

7

Leonard

Archie

26

Sestan

Owen

9

Di Conza

Riley

27

Allan

Lachlan

10

Bridger

Jacob

28

Beach

Max

We came up against opposition today who were a tall side so we knew we must bring our
running game and take the game on to win.

13

Knight

James

43

Inglese

Jack

14

Steele-Bonney

Byron

53

Sultana

Jayden

Special mentions for the first half went to Felix, Mason, Lucas, Archie, and Henry. The majority
of the first half we managed to keep the ball in our forward 50 through relentless attack on the
footy and swift ball movement to advantage.

15

Dickson

Lachlan

We wanted to utilise the slope of the ground to advantage and I think our boys executed this
really well, it very pleasing to see the boys taking instructions and executing to advantage
throughout the game.
With the boys well on top at half time it was time for us to move the boys around and play
some roles that some may be un accustomed to and to the boys credit they all had an input to
the resounding victory. Owen, Dylan, Max N, James, Jacob S and Riley need special mention
as there efforts in the 2nd half ensured the pedal was not taken off and a stirring last half saw
our boys come out 71 points in front.
Our team structure worked well today to reduce forward line crowding and we will continue
to work on this in training. Also greater ball sharing saw a more rounded team performance,
which is very encouraging to watch from the sidelines.
Encouraging effort today boys you should all be pleased with your efforts.
Captains Lachie A, Owen
Goal Kickers Jacob S 2, Max N 2, Henry 2, Felix 2, Archie, Owen, Jayden
Best Players Mason, Felix, Lucas, Archie, Henry, Lucas N, Max N, Owen
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UNDER 11 BLACK
COACH: Michael James
SPONSORED BY:
Canon Toyota
Rob Little: 9459 3277
Park Orchards 4.14.38 Defeated
Ashburton 4.8.32

UNDER 11 BLACK Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

THE SHARK ATTACK

Name

Jumper
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UNDER 12 RED
COACH: Bevan Smillie & David Worthington
SPONSORED BY:

UNDER 12 RED Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

Smilsafe
Ph: 0425 734 739
www.smilsafe.com.au
Natskin
(03) 9876 7881
Park Orchards 7.4.46 def
Kew Comets 3.3.21
After a solid win last week we knew were up against it this week playing a strong team in Kew
Comets. Tom Worthington was playing his 50th Game today and lead the team through the
banner after his fire up Captains Speech
Couldn’t have written a better script with Tommy kicking our teams 1st goal inside the first few
minutes after some great lock in pressure from our forwardline. It was a close hard fought 1st
quarter but the boys were in control with Oli Nitz killing it in the Ruck against a much taller
opponent and Josh Galstians, Josh Smillie and Daniel Albers working well around the packs.

Kew kicked the 1st goal of the last quarter and had a bit of run going but our boys stuck to the task
and grinded out a solid last quarter - Playing with no bench (We hope Quinny is feeling better and
back next week as we missed him) and Kew having 6 on the Bench it would have been easy to
lie down but the boys fought hard to run out winners by 25 Points.

Lachlan Di Conza was in everything from the outset taking mark after mark and putting pressure
on his opponents when he didn’t have the ball - deserved winner of the Opposition Medal after
another very good game. Max Dominko and Will Tait were again brilliant acoss half back. Both
boys have a great ability to not only beat their opponent but attack the ball and turn defence
into a forward movement. Tymmsy and Cam Turner played great games as they also beat their
opponent and created a huge amount of run. Joel Stephens played 4 great quarters on the wing,
using his running ability to the advantage of his team. Joel chased, harassed and racked up
plenty of posessions using his long kicking to open the game up for our forwards.

Nothing better than playing a game where every boy can put their hand up and say “I contributed”.

Andrew Holt-Oakes was rock solid at Full Back and when rucking in the 3rd quarter didn’t lose a
hit out and then used his strength to bullock the ball to his smaller team mates. Jake and Josh
Galstians again played a great games of football just making it to every contest with their running
power. Nathan Draeger took some strong marks and was unfortunate not to kick a couple of
goals, Harry Smit dished off some great handballs to team mates in better positions and Tommy
lead hard out from Full Forward to take a great mark and kick truly for his 2nd to give us a 4 goal
lead half way through the 3rd quarter. Gabe Stumpf was providing a target across half forward
and kicked 2 great running goals.
Cooper Smith was solid across half back early and then moved to half forward where he kicked 2
great goals. Cooper used his size and strength to great advantage by outbodying his opponents
on more than one occasion.
After a great game last week Jack Fortington continued on this week playing a great role across
half forward applying pressure and competing on several occasions against much bigger
oppponents.
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Oh…..Max that don’t argue in the last quarter was absolutely exceptional (don’t even think Dusty
does them that well) Great stuff lads.
GO SHARKS
Captains: Tom Worthington
Goal Kickers: Tom Worthington 2, Gabe Stumpf 2, Cooper Smith 2 & Josh Smillie 1
Opposition Medal
Lachlan Di Conza
Milestone
50th Game Tom Worthington
Best players:
Max Dominko, Will Tait, Cooper Smith, Lachlan Di Conza, Gabe Stumpf,
Daniel Albers Oli Nitz & Jacob Tymms
Best Player Medals
Will Tait & Cooper Smith
Gob Stopper Goal of the Day
Tom Worthington
Mars Mark of the Day
Nathan Draeger
THE SHARK ATTACK
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UNDER 12 BLACK
COACH: Jason Hutchinson
SPONSORED BY

UNDER 12 BLACK Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

Splash Editing
Ph: 0413 384 358
www.splashediting.com.au
Elephant & Co
Jeremy Thomas 0409 864 910
Fitzroy 6.8.44 def
Park Orchards 0.0.0
This weekend was the classic game of two halves. The first half we were run of our feet by a
very disciplined Fitzroy who ran harder and were rewarded for playing in front. We did manage
to get the ball into our forward line on a few occasions but we just could not convert.
The second half was much better and we restricted Fitzroy to 1 goal, which really
demonstrates what can happen when we lift our effort and become accountable for our player.
We really need to focus on the basics of footy. Stick to your position, stick to a player, play in
front, make a competition and help out your team mate.
There were some great examples of boys who played their roles perfectly. Adamo was brilliant
at full back all day. Anytime the ball went down there Adamo rebounded it out. It was a great
demonstration on how to play a Backman role. Barathan ran hard all day on the wing and took
his chances to take the game on moving the ball quickly. Flynn, one of our smallest players on
the ground lead the way for his relentless attack on the ball. He was fearless hitting the packs
and his tackling was superb which really demonstrated the intensity we are after. Oli Posthill
had a fantastic second half running hard across the ground, taking big marks in defence
and utilising his silky skills. Sammy ran hard all day picking up his usual large number of
possessions and competed well in the air and Will Kenny gave a solid effort all day playing in
some key positions across the ground.
Although it wasn’t the result we were after, I was pleased to see the boys respond in the
second half and restrict Fitzroy to 1 goal. We just need to consistently play 4 quarters of footy
to be competitive moving forward.
Captain:
Connor Bastin (Captain)
Goal Kickers:
N/A
Best players:
Flynn Hutchinson, Oli Postill, Barathan, Sammy Prest, Adamo, Will Kenny
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UNDER 13 RED
COACH: Damian Smith
SPONSORED BY:

UNDER 13 RED Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

JNJ Electrics
Pneutech
1300 879 613
Park Orchards v Canterbury

A few showers greeted us at home v Canterbury who we played in the practice game. They
have always been fairly tall, we accounted for them easily in the scratch match but we
expected a much harder contest during Round 3.
We were missing Kingy for this one and Demps cracked his humerus bone the week before
that he found less than humerous! Very unlucky after a great start with his new club.
Big Toves took control of the board for the game and threw the positions around a bit, we
started with an incredibly strong backline again while looking different in the guts.
Big Polly was in the ruck, a position foreign to his old man due to its hardness. He started us
off really competitively with the help of the General in there and Mork lending a strong hand.
We welcomed in Jamo for his first game back, he started really well and slotted two majors for
the term, Oaksy continued his good form forward and medium sized Smithy also slotted his
first for the year with a great handball set up from Ace who was running amok.

We ran away with it in the last although the boys were cherry picking and looking for easy
kicks and even easier goals – something that we will not be able to go next week or indeed
against most sides as they will all improve. Killa stitched up some more votes with another
goal as his mother, sisters and old man chided the coaching staff for not playing him forward
earlier. Killa Snr had a vote card, apparently handing it back to Humey before quarter time
already filled out!
Jamo kicked his third for the day and Coop chimed in with another for the year. We went on to
win by 71 points. A good effort by all again.

The boys rushed to a three goal lead at the first break playing some good footy in the process.
We need to learn to play on more often especially in the back half where everyone gets a little
nervous.
Foxy was doing his thing getting kicks at will as was Will Sonders who was moved forward
with great success kicking two majors for the term. Stevo was also going well and slotted
his first major of the year. Pazz was his usual busy self but a great chase from behind tackle
earned him some great points from the coaches. Coop and Killa continued to combine really
well behind the footy by hand and foot and JT was controlling the aerial contests as the YJFL
rep coached watched on.
Half time we were 32 points up and in control. Looks like we are headed for Gold!
Reesy continued his great form and hardness at the contest while Davey Broadbent continued
to show incredible athleticism as he took a ruck tap and won against a much taller opponent.
Humey competed well and is learning to scream for the footy which is a great sign. Big Coop
continued his dominance wherever we played him as he does.
Killa, Polly and Coop all kicked goals in the third – 53 points up.
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UNDER 13 BLACK
COACH: Rob Clark

UNDER 13 BLACK Squad Members

SPONSORED BY:

Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1

Smith

Daniel

13

Evangelista

Remi

Ravida
www.ravida.com.au

2

Breen

Bo

14

Leaumont

Jacob

All Over Bins
1300 555 087

3

Prunty

Harrison

15

Watt

Matthew

4

Ramage

Lucas

16

Brown

Solomon

6

Jones

Rhys

18

White

Daniel

7

Sette

Ben

19

Scott

Yared

Park Orchards 1.1.7 def by
Fitzroy 8.12.60

Our round 3 encounter with Fitzroy was something we looked forward to after a good performance
the previous week.
James & Bo were co-captains for the day & they talked pre-game about running for & talking to
teammates.
We started brightly. Harry as always doing his best work in the midfield. Rhys again attacking
with vigour. But Fitzroy had most of the play with some tall timber causing us a few headaches.
Our biggest headache came though when Ben S had to come off with what has turned out to
be a broken wrist. Terrible luck for Ben & the team. We went into quarter time 10 points down.
We started much better in the 2nd quarter. Charlie moved to the ruck - his leaping as a feature.
He is also more than happy to scrap it out on the ground. James was doing a power of work in
the back line along with the other smalls Jacob & Mitch. Ben W began to present up forward &
Dan S at full back was awesome with clean hands & good disposal. Brodie popped up in the
forward pocket & kicked our first goal & his first goal for the Sharks. Well done Brodie. At half
time we were right in the game, down by only 13 points.

9

Clark

Mitchell

21

Waddy

Ben

10

Lynch

Oscar

22

Keane

Blake

11

Vermeulen Brown

Charlie

25

Maynes

Brodie

12

D’Alberto

James

26

Harvie

Boston

So we add Ben S to our list of injuries. Best of luck with the recovery Ben.
Sad to see you on the side lines. See you back out there really soon
GO SHARKS!!!!
Captains: James & Bo
Goal Kickers: Brodie
Best players: James, Harry, Rhys, Charlie, Remi, Dan W, Dan S, Solomon

After half time the lack of bench began to hurt us. Boston tried really hard to compete in the
ruck & up forward, Lucas & Remi on their wings showed dash & Remi took a fantastic pack mark
through the quarter. Solomon went to the middle & his clean hands & handball skills are best
in the team. Oscar was getting into the play & Dan W is really staring to find his feet & showed
good marking & kicking skills. He’s a very important player for us. At the end of the 3rd quarter
we trailed by 5 goals.
The final quarter Fitzroy’s big guys really dominated. Bo attacked the ball hard & Matt showed
some real promise at full back with a couple of great intercepts. Fitzroy were too good on the day
& ran away at the end.
Again the Sharks boys never gave in even down a man. We love the way Harry plays - very
smart footballer. Rhys has been great & James played his best game, kicking out from the goal
square a real highlight. Charlie is developing & not afraid to mix it at the base of packs. Dan W
is showing good understanding with Solomon, Dan S clean around packs.
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UNDER 14 RED
COACH: Andrew Schafer
SPONSORED BY:

UNDER 14 RED Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

JNJ Electrics
Warran Glen Garden Centre & Cafe
www.warranglen.com.au
Park Orchards 16/14 def
Bulleen/Templestowe 1/2

This round we were up against Bulleen/Templestowe at Domeney and weather conditions
were fine and dry a good day for footy.
The first quarter we started well again in the ruck contests with Big Dog continuing his
dominance and Chrisso taking full advantage of it. Bulleen/Templestowe fought hard in the
quarter and they looked, in this early stage that they would make a real game of it with some
taller players around the ground. Our back line was placed under a bit of pressure a few times
during the quarter but did a great job holding them goal less while we kicked 2 goals 3.
Quarter time: 2/3 to 0/2.
Better players in the quarter were; Zach S, Ben J, Chrisso C, James M, Zac McL, Kane D.
The second quarter we continued to win the ball out of the middle and from around ground
ball ups and throw in’s with Big Dog completely outclassing their sometimes taller ruckmen
tapping the ball direct to his team mates. Our backline again held sway with Jesh M and
Ryan D among players who did very well in the quarter. Our entire back line were combining
together well with backing up and good hand and foot passing to the clear the ball. Our
forwards, including Rohey A, Jake T, were right on top and we kicked 5/5 for the quarter
holding the opposition goal less.

The last quarter was again a very dominant quarter for our boys. They continued to win the
ball at scrimmages and at throw ups and use it well into the forward line where our forwards
again played well although missing some quiet easy shots for goal to register 4/5 for the
quarter. All the boys in back line were again very hard at it and mean although the opposition
did score their only goal for the game. All our boys made the ball their object and were very
hard at it.
Full time scores; 16/14 to 1/2.
Better players in the quarter were; Chrisso C, Ryan D, Josh M, Jesh M, Noah T,
James M.
Goal kickers; Zac McL 4, Zach S 2, Chrisso C 2, Jake T 2, Noah T 2, Big Dog 2,
Rohey A 1, Ashton W 1.

Half time: 6/8 to 0/2.
Better players in the quarter were; Rhoey A, Zac McL, James M, Big Dog, Jesh M, Cooper T.
Jake T.
After the half time break the boys again quickly gained the complete upper hand and
dominated the quarter, our back line again held their few attacks out with all players in the area
contributing well and combining well as a team again holding them goal less. Our forwards
capitalised from the ball being continually driven forward and they made few mistakes kicking
for goal. The forwards were well served by Rohey A, Zach S, Zac McL, from another quarter
of very good team work, backing up and foot and hand skills.
Three quarter time; 12/9 to 0/2.
Better players in the quarter were; Rohey A, Zach S, Zac McL, Big Dog. Chrisso C.
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UNDER 14 BLACK
COACH: Kim O’Connor
SPONSORED BY:
AKT Trophy Centre
Keith Hudson: 9725 4339
RNG Lawyers
Adrian Riccioni: 9739 7377

UNDER 14 BLACK Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

Richmond 10:23:83 defeated
Park Orchards Black 4:4:28

Another beautiful Autumn day and ideal day for football.
The game against Richmond was our Grand Final Replay.
After achieving the ultimate success with Glenn, Rob and David last year, the U14 boys were
a different unit. Our team’s missing its premiership mid field who had been promoted into the
Reds or had gone elsewhere following its success. Also with key goal kickers out injured, we
knew our boys would be tested.
Of course with Richmond’s Senior Team finally experiencing success after Carlton demolished
them in 1982 – Go Blues – we sensed they were confident and their supporters spoke of a
need to square the ledger with the Sharks.
The first half was well fought with our tackling and intent at the ball a pleasure to watch. A
mismatch of our tall brigade and our centre struggled to get first touch from the centre.
However, around the ground and when we moved the ball fast and into space, we produced a
decent brand of football.
Our defensive structures are improving week by week but we struggle at the moment to find a
clear avenue to goal.
The contested marking across our forward line and numbers at the ball was very good on
Sunday but again we need to improve our forward running. In saying this, we are getting the
defensive numbers behind the ball but as we carry forward, we need to create options.
Richmond’s tall timber had grown over the Summer break and our on-ballers are yet to learn
how to physically position themselves to counteract the height difference.
Captains: Shannon D’Souza and Ben Duffy
Best: Jordan Goss, Isaac Tymms, Liam Watts, Finn Currie and Ben Duffy
Goals: Ben Duffy (3); Jordan Goss (1)
Final Score: Richmond 10:23:83 defeated Park Orchards Black 4:4:28
A special thank you to U13’s for providing Dan and Brad to make our 18.
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UNDER 15 RED
COACH: Rob Ameer

UNDER 15 RED Squad Members
Jumper

SPONSORED BY:
Screenhouse Effects

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

Park Orchards 20.8.128 defeated
Warrandyte 8.4.52
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COLTS RED
COACH: Paris Harvie

COLTS RED Squad Members

SPONSORED BY:

Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1

James

Kye

16

Brown

Gus

Earthlink Contractors

2

Harvie

Ethan

17

Stevens

Luke

Warran Glen Garden Centre & Cafe
www.warranglen.com.au

3

Magnano

Alex

18

Purcell

Matthew

6

Wallis

Ben

19

Gawel

Lachlan

Park Orchards 5.4.34 Def by
Surrey Park 14.11.95

7

O'Connor

James

20

Harrap

Tyson

8

Munro

Lachie

21

Bates

Josh

This week we came up against Surry Park and as expected it was going to be another tough
challenge for our boys as Surrey Park will be finals contenders this year.
After a disappointing result last week our boys, being superbly led by our captain TJ came
out to play this week. Our commitment and endeavour for the contest was first class. At the
first change we were on level terms with Surrey Park. I thought this was probably our best
quarter of football we have played this year against a quality opposition. Our defence led by
Will Smead, Jimmy O’Connor, Ethan, and Hickey were very good in the way they linked up
and used their foot skills to hit up targets. The midfield worked hard with Isaac Taylor working
tireless in the Ruck with excellent contributions from Wallis, Antonino, Dorka, and James

9

Hayes

Cameron

22

Bolton

Finn

10

Panza

Benjamin

23

Bridger

Jesse

11

Smead

William

24

Braunthal

Zac

12

Standish

George

25

Reyneke

Sebastian

13

Woods

Declan

27

Taylor

Isaac

14

Romas

Zac

28

Antonino

Nicholas

15

Prunty

Tyler

29

Fowkes

Jayden

Our forwards worked well with Buckets Fowkes, Zac Romas taking some strong marks and
converting their shots on goal.
For three quarters, we more than held our own against Surrey Park and if we can improve our
connection between midfield and the forwards we will increase our opportunities to kick more
goals.
Overall a big improvement on last week’s performance, keep working hard as a team and
listen to the coaches’ instructions and we will be more than competitive against all the teams
in Division 1.
As the Supercoach keeps saying, it’s important that you all show up to training this week
Captain: T. Prunty
Goal Kickers: Tyler Tank Prunty 2, Zac Romas, Buckets Fowkes , A. Magnano,
Best players: Taylor, Prunty, Smead, Wallis, Antonino, James, Hickey, O’Connor,
Harvie before he got injured
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COLTS BLACK
COACH: Andrew Spiteri
SPONSORED BY:

COLTS BLACK Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

Spiteri Jaguar
Andrew Spiteri: 9899 4851
Resi Ventures
Anthony Braunthal: 0416 069 959
Park Orchards 13. 9. 87 def
Brunswick 4. 8. 33

As we near the end of the Grading process we start to get an idea of how we are looking.
The competition seems pretty even although the Kew / Greythorn combine currently leads all
comers.
So today we hosted Brunswick who have won one and lost one.
Before the game the boys were relaxed and ready, bloody horrible music was shattering the
eardrums of anyone who got close to the change rooms and the Team Manager was, as usual,
wandering around muttering “How the bloody hell did I end up stuck in this role?”
Thankfully the parents were wonderfully supportive, the YJFL came through with 2 boundary
umpires and the game began on time with Park Orchards kicking with the wind.
The boys bounced out of the blocks with a scintillating first quarter with 6 goals 0 behinds
being the tally at quarter time. Benny Gill snapped a sharp goal on his left to open the account
and then The Whopper (Will Mackay love the new nickname mate!) slotted home the next
two. Macca was making the most of opportunities also. To their credit Brunswick rallied and
stemmed the onslaught but couldn’t put on any scoreboard pressure. This was due to a solid
effort from all the boys in the backline.

The engine room out of the centre worked really hard all day and we got enormous drive from
Big Zac in the ruck and his efforts were pounced on by Liam Greaney who didn’t stop all day.
Exceptional work rate Greaney! Well done also to The Wolf (Will Newton) who ran all day and
tackled ferociously.
Final Score: Park Orchards 13. 9. 87 to Brunswick 4. 8. 33
This was a good performance by a team that is starting to learn to work well with each other.
Get down to training, learn the drills and increase the skills!
Please remember to support our sponsors Spiteri Jaguar and Resi Ventures.

The second quarter was Brunswicks best as they used the wind to great effect to kick 3 goals
for the quarter. There were no easy goals for the Brunswick boys though as the backline shut
down many attacks led by Humphrey and Touts. The Orch struggled into the wind and opted
too often for long bombs when under pressure.
At the main break it was Park Orchards 6.1. 31 to Brunswick 3 .4 22
Park Orchards played some great footy in the third quarter as the game got willing. Cool
heads presided as we kicked 3 goals 4 behinds to just 3 behinds for Brunswick. Macca kicked
a stunning volley goal that had the goal umpire shaking his head and we headed into the last
quarter leading by 54 to 25.
We knew Brunswick had to come at us hard in the last quarter but the breeze dropped as the
quarter started and we got off to a flyer as Ben Gill got the clearance and followed the play to
goal from 40 metres out. Josh Taylor, Ethan Stone and Tommy Tout all registered majors but all
credit to Macca Spiteri who bagged 5 for the day in an impressive display at full forward.
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UNDER 11 GIRLS
COACH: Jason Dove & Tim Dawson
SPONSORED BY:
Appleby Real Estate
8727 9555
Park Orchards 0.2.2 Lost to
Fitzroy W 8.11.59
An away game at Ford Park Ivanhoe was our round three clash with Fitzroy W. An early
8.30am start was a shock to the senses for most but after the parents indulged in a much
needed coffee and the players eventually woke up we were into a tough game of footy.

UNDER 11 GIRLS Squad Members
Jumper

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

1

King

Allie

14

Peterson

Charlotte

2

Bryant

Ellie

15

Rule

Tegan

4

Caldwell

Ruby

17

Caldwell

Emily

5

Dawson

Grace

18

D'souza

Shania

6

Pollock

Sienna

19

Vendel

Macy

7

Bosna

Mia

20

Spencer-Jones

Bonnie

8

Dove

Zara

21

Scott

Jaide

9

Nyariri

Zahra

22

Harvie

Willow

Our two captains for the day in Elena Pelosi & Ella Saunders were terrific leaders in giving a
speech before the game in the rooms and then proving influential on the field and contributing
all day never giving up and encouraging those around them.

10

Saunders

Ella

31

Bettiol

Grace

11

Tovey

Indianna

55

Spencer-Jones

Mia

12

McInerney

Scarlett

56

Pelosi,

Elena

The first quarter we were jumped as Fitzroy showed their dominance at the centre bounces,
clearing the ball out the centre with long kicks to their forwards who at times scored freely –
even from distance. They had a number of girls who had played last season who looked more
experienced and settled in their roles.

13

Doolan

Charlise

We welcomed into the team one new player in Indi Tovey and were missing two girls in Allie
King and Shania D’souza.

Our back line was under pressure from the start with Charlise Doolan, Tegan Rule, Emily
Caldwell, Mia SJ and Mia Bosna working hard to stop the flow. Charlise tackled and
pressured all day as she does so well, Tegan sets up well behind the play always pushing
back to the goal square using her knowledge and skills, Emily like Charlise always attacks the
ball and the player with great determination and the two Mia’s took plenty of marks, used long
kicks and stopped many forward bursts by the opposition
The use of zones during the match made it difficult for our on ballers and forwards to see a lot
of the ball even though it helps with opening the game up. Fitzroy’s dominance resulted in the
ball being back for majority of the game so rotations became important to enable our players
to be given a fair go.
Indi Tovey came on in the second quarter and made an immediate impact chasing, tackling
and always being at the drop of the ball. Indi eventually started to earn her own kicks and
won our best player medal in her first game. Congratulations Indi and welcome aboard.
Grace Bettiol, Ella Saunders, Elena Pelosi & Scarlett McInerney teamed well together in the
centre. Grace with her ruck work and constant run around the ground, Ella & Elena with their
leadership and will to be involved and Scarlett with her brilliance in tackling, chasing and long
kicking were all important players
Our forwards were kept quiet early with the ball not getting down there but these girls were
rotated around playing in a number of positon and our bench in the first quarter also had
immediate impact when they joined into the game.

Zara Dove playing at full forward was switched into the play late and was involved in one of
the plays of the day with Indi. The girls who were put into rucking duties were called to find a
player free and tap to them to which Indi tapped brilliantly to Zara who was on the run, kicking
the ball forward to space – it was great to see. Zarah Nyariri, who continues to improve
and impress tackled hard all day, had her most disposals for a game and even stopped her
opponent from having any impact took out our “drink” award. Congratulations to you Zarah.
Macy Vendel, Bonnie SJ, Ellie Bryant, Charlotte Peterson & Ruby Caldwell fought hard all day
once coming off the bench at quarter time. Macy was thrown right into the play on the back
line to tackle and smother as she does so well, Bonnie moved forward to present an option
and trap the ball in our forward line to great effect, Ellie never stops running and gets to every
ruck contest using her voice demanding the ball as we ask, Charlotte never lets us down on
the backline beating her direct opponent and helping to stop goal after goal and Ruby is trying
to kick goals one minute then is kicking out from full back the next. Maybe needs to be called
our utility player?
The girls were asked at 3qtr time to stop Fitzroy from scoring in the last quarter and from
memory we held them to two behinds – a terrific effort. Well done to all on a well fought out
game. It was a bruising encounter and I am sure we all learnt plenty from the experience.
Looking forward to playing at home next week against Richmond. See you at training Tuesday
for some fun! We still have parents and siblings putting their hands up wanting to help out
each so again thanks.
Captains: Ella Saunders & Elena Pelosi
Sharks Best Player Medal: Indi Tovey

Jaide Scott had a great game always being involved, as did Grace Dawson who shows each
week she is always up for the challenge. Willow Harvey was solid up forward and even
stronger when thrown onto the ball. Sienna Pollock was everywhere using her ability to get
the ball, use long kicks and tough tackling to her teams’ advantage taking out the McDonalds
award. Well done Sienna.

Best Players: Sienna Pollock, Scarlett McInerney, Mia Spencer Jones, Zahra Nyariri,
Charlise Doolan, Grace Bettiol, Willow Harvey.
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‘You Earned a Drink’ Award: Zahra Nyariri
McDonalds Award: Sienna Pollock
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UNDER 12 GIRLS
COACH: Mike Newton

UNDER 13 GIRLS
COACH: Mike Newton
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UNDER 15 RED GIRLS
COACH: Heath Lee
SPONSORED BY:
SOUTHERN STATES GROUP
Wayne Taylor: 8689 7111
Park Orchards 19.11.125 def
Brunswick 1.0.6
With a home game fixtured at Yarra JFL Head Office – Bulleen Oval No.1, we faced Brunswick.
It was exciting for the girls to play on the main Bulleen oval & we set about implementing the
next stage of our Game Plan.
With 14 players we allowed the opposition to play 16 against us and we challenged the girls to
stick to their individual and team Game Plan instructions.
Q1 Was fantastic – full of energy the girls held their structure and showed great discipline.
Layla won the initial centre tap to Chelsea on to Mia. Jade was “in & under” laying tackles
and Flynn ran strongly off Centre Half
Back passed to Chloe who kicked
long. Jazz goaled at the 2 min mark.
A few minutes later another great
passage of play from Tilly H to Lauren
scored our second goal. Mia was
playing in front and showing her class
linking perfectly to Jorja that allowed
Chelsea to goal. When Chloe broke
free passed to Jorja onto Mia and
long to Lauren who marked strongly
we had our 4th. It was raining goals
as the girls ran hard and looked for
their targets. Hanni goaled after
winning a free and when Chloe
No.6 Alannah Boell in full flight
banged 2 more goals through we had
7 for the quarter. Chelsea’s work as
Pivot was impressive. Sharks 7.1.43
to Brunswick 0.0.0.
Q2 saw us continuing the great play
with Jade, Chloe, Jorja and Mia
winning possessions. Lana’s great
run and bounce and long kick was
excellent as the Sharks launched
repeated attacks. With Lou providing
a marking focus at full forward the
Sharks forward entries improved and
Layla managed 2 great goals. Lana
added a goal and continued her great
quarter. Tilly R was enjoying the Pivot
and scored a goal of her own and
No. 4 Jorja Livingstone – great kicking action on the run
THE SHARK ATTACK
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UNDER 15 RED GIRLS Squad Members
Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

2

Kristen Bertoldi

12

Flynn Peters

3

Sahana Pote

14

Jade Hutchinson

4

Jorja Livingstone

16

Natalie Broadbent

5

Chloe Lee

20

Chelsea Dunoon

6

Alannah Boell

22

Lauren Knowles

9

Mia McAuliffe

23

Jasmine Taylor

10

Matilda Rae

24

Tilly Hodgson

11

Sophie Harvie

50

Layla Prince

Jorja’s turn & kick was rewarded with her first goal. Sharks had dominated the first half with
excellent football. Sharks 12.6.78 to Brunswick 0.0.0
Q3 was somewhat of a letdown. We started to chase kicks and lose our positioning as the
girls over crowded the forward line. It was a learning curve & we did manage goals from Jazz,
Chloe & Lauren but against more experienced opposition we would have been exposed. We
will continue to work on holding our structure under pressure irrespective of the score. Sharks
15.10.100 to Brunswick 0.0.0
Q4 – after a rev up the girls regained their focus and ran as hard as they could notwithstanding
we were fading – the game had slowed & with a few minor knocks we finished with 12 on the
field. Flynn took on the play and Nat and Chelsea were fantastic in defence as Brunswick
mounted repeated attacks. Jade, Jorja and Lana finished the game strongly and it was great
to see Tilly R kick a fantastic goal. Layla got her 3rd, Chloe her 4th and Jorja finished the
quarter off with an impressive goal on the run.
Yes, it was a convincing victory, but significant improvement is required if we are to compete
with the leading Division 1 teams.
Captain: Flynn Peters
Goals: Chloe Lee (4), Layla Prince (3), Lauren Knowles (3), Jorja Livingstone (2), Matilda
Rae (2), Jasmine Taylor (2), Chelsea Dunoon (1), Sahana Pote (1) and Alannah Boell (1)
Best players: Alannah Boell, Chloe Lee, Jorja Livingstone, Chelsea Dunoon, Jade
Hutchinson, Lauren Knowles
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UNDER 15 BLACK GIRLS
COACH: Matt Turner
SPONSORED BY:
Kew Podiatry
(03) 9853 7836
Park Orchards 2.3.15 def by
Kew Comets 20.16.136
Another great autumn day for football, this time the girls were at home hosting the Kew
Comets, coming into round 3 with one win and one loss and the Sharks girls losing away last
week to St Marys. The team had a few players missing and were topped up with two Kew
Comets players and junior Sharks.
Q1. The girls started the game well and after Kew scored the first goal played with good
intensity and pressure and kept the ball locked up in the forward line for long periods. Taliah
made a couple of runs and kicks into the forward line though the quarter. Good tackling and
pressure kept the ball in the forward line led to a goal midway through the quarter. Good
defensive skills by Charli and Courtney running with the ball and follow up smothers. Zoe did
some good work in the middle of the ground rucking and contesting the ball. Nice passage of
play with Charli marking and passing to Kylah who also took a nice mark.

UNDER 15 BLACK GIRLS Squad Members
Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

1

Victoria Turner

25

Amelia Rees

4

Sophie Hirst

33

Charli Dempsey

7

Anna Marchionno

34

Alicia De Santis

8

Eve Parry

35

Abbey Callaghan

13

Ella Garniss

51

Zoe Douglas

15

Isabelle Miranda

52

Vasiliki Karamitos

17

Taliah Cameron

53

Zoe Servinis

18

Courtney Murray

66

Natassja Shallvey

19

Kylah Harrap

21

Emma Matthews

No.66 Natassja Shallvey
receives a handpass
from No.25 Amelia Rees
and kicks a goal

Overall the girls showed good effort in the quarter, but Kew was able to skip away with some
well-constructed goals with some good marking and passing.
Q2. Kew gained the ascendancy in this qtr with the ball spending a lot of time in the back line.
Eve provided good contest running off the back line, and Alicia was buffeted in the packs in
the back line as the ball spent most of the time there in the quarter. Amelia contested the ball
strongly in defence and Anna tackled with great vigour. With the ball in our defence for most
of the quarter, Ella had her hands full at fullback. With Kew kicking lots of goals the ball was
back in the centre many times and Zoe got many taps in the ruck which Kew swept away in a
dominant quarter.

No.53 Zoe Servinis dominates
the Ruck against the 2017
Premiers Kew – awesome
effort!!

Q3. After half time the girls regrouped, and Anna continued strong defence in the middle of
the ground with smothers and tackles, winning a couple of free kicks early in the qtr. A minor
score resulted after a nice passage of play, and the defensive effort by the girls in the third
quarter restricted Kew’s opportunities.
Q4. Anna again started strongly in the quarter, and Sophie made a great smother and run off
half back to push the ball forward. Nat scored a goal after a nice linking passage of play from
the girls on the change room wing. Amelia continued to contest the ball strongly determined to
move it forward.
The team played a more competitive second half against Kew but the opposition was too
good on the day with good confidence and skills shown by some of the more experienced
Kew players, particularly in the second quarter when they got on a run.
Thanks to Matt Turner for coaching the team today even when his daughter wasn’t playing.
Thanks also to Mia who backed up to play in her older sister’s team after having played with
the under 12’s earlier.
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Captain: Courtney Murray
Goals: Natassja Shallvey (1) & Kew Sub (1)
Best players: Taliah Cameron, Anna Marchionno, Zoe Servinis, Abbey Callaghan
& Ella Garniss
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UNDER 17 GIRLS
COACH: Adam Pollock

YOUTH GIRLS
COACH: Scott Marshall

SPONSORED BY:

SPONSORED BY:

Healesville Toyota
Adam Pollock: 5962 4333

Park Orchard Service Centre
George Konstandinou 9876 1816

Doncaster/Bundoora BMW

Scott Marshall
0418 517 457

Park Orchards: 5.5.35 def by
Beverley Hills: 9.10.64

Park Orchards 9/12/66 def
Kew Comets 1/4/10

UNDER 17 GIRLS Squad Members
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YOUTH GIRLS Squad Members
Jumper
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We went into this game with a high degree of confidence with the return of Issy, Dakota and
Alex from injury. Sadly, Lexie had to withdraw before the game due to a wrist injury sustained
at Camp during the week but she will be raring to go for our next game.
We made a promising start with our midfielders (Bri, Alana, Abbey & Nat) winning contested
possessions and providing opportunities for Issy and Charlotte to run and carry the ball.
Chloe Rice and Jazzie were looking dangerous up forward and making life difficult for their
opponents. However, despite a number of forward entries we were only able to register one
goal for the quarter whilst Beverley Hills kicked three. We were lucky not to be further behind
as Beverley Hills missed some relatively easy shots on goal resulting in 5 behinds.
It is very difficult for me to say this as I think the world of our girls but our second and third
quarters were well below the standard we set for ourselves. We were consistently second to
the ball, did not work hard enough to win back possession and our talk / encouragement was
all but non existent. Beverley Hills are a good side and I don’t wish to take anything away from
them but we did make life fairly easy for them during these two quarters. The final quarter saw
a significant improvement in our efforts and we played with an intensity and desire that had
been absent since the opening quarter. Our midfielders and defenders were on top and our
forwards capitalised on their team mates hard work up the ground. Bri added her second goal,
Nat kicked one and Issy finished with the last two goals of the game.
I am still very confident of our prospects for the season and look forward to addressing the
areas of our game that are breaking down.
Goal Kickers: Bri 2, Issy 2 & Nat 1
Best Players: Chloe Rice, Bri, Issy, Charlotte, Jazzie, Nat & Dakota
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A perfect day for football with only a zephyr of wind at Stintons Reserve. It was a tight first
quarter where Park Orchards lead at the change by 1 point. In the 2nd term the girls really
started to find their feet and our attack on the ball held the Comets scoreless, resulting in
a handy 17 point lead at half time. Some great link up play and awesome solo efforts saw
a number of girls take on the game with one or two bounces and then a penetrating kick.
Our leading and voice was a highlight resulting an awesome team effort where everyone
contributed in a 4 quarter performance. Our defence lead by Kat, Skye and Brooke repelled
most of the ball at the 40m line. Great ruck work from Ruby lead to the majority of clearances
and therefore forward opportunities. Our ever reliable midfielders lead by Jacky, Adelyn and
Gabbi once again showed a high tackle count and maximum ball pressure. The forwards lead
by Penny, Lili, Paris and Sam are starting find their range and combined with the midfielders
to deliver our highest score so far. A big shout out to our first gamer Sophie who played a
number of roles and ended up with many touches and leather poisoning! Good work girls see
you at training.
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SEASON DATES FOR 2018
Name:
Team:
15 APR

Round
1 Burger night

Time

22 APR

2

29 APR

3

06 MAY

4

11 MAY

U8/9 Mother’s Day night games

13 MAY

5 Mother’s Day

20 MAY

6 U8 Round Robin

27 MAY

7 U9 Round Robin

02 JUN

Trivia night

03 JUN

8

10 JUN

Queen’s Birthday Weekend

17 JUN

9 Burger night

24 JUN

10 Team photos

01 J U L

School holidays

08 J U L

School holidays

15 J U L

11

21 J U L

Social night at The Grand Hotel Warrandyte

22 J U L

12

29 J U L

13

05 AUG

14

12 AUG

15 U10 Light Prem., Burger night

19 AUG

Semi Finals

26 AUG

Preliminary Finals

02 S E P

Grand Final

09 S E P

Presentation Day

Venue
RINGWOOD
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